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Abstract

This article presents the proceedings of the 2012 Academic Emergency Medicine consensus conference breakout group charged with identifying areas necessary for future research regarding effectiveness of educational interventions for teaching emergency medicine (EM) knowledge, skills, and attitudes outside of the clinical setting. The objective was to summarize both medical and nonmedical education literature and report the consensus formation methods and results. The authors present final statements to guide future research aimed at evaluating the best methods for understanding and developing successful EM curricula using all types of educational interventions.
Another widely cited framework is Miller’s pyramid. Like Kirkpatrick’s framework, Miller’s pyramid has four levels to describe different categories of outcomes. At the base of the pyramid is “knows,” where the learner can demonstrate knowledge of facts, typically assessed in the form of recall or recognition of factual information. The second level is “knows how,” which Miller describes as the use of knowledge, in other words, its application in some form of structured problem solving or task. The third level is “shows how.” Miller describes this level of outcome as “performance” and emphasizes the integration of “knowing” and “knowing how” into some form of performance in a situation that approximates real-world practice. The apex of the pyramid is “does,” which characterizes performance in the real-world practice of medicine.

Although each of these frameworks has particular emphases, both highlight the range of outcomes that varies in utility as data for making evaluation judgments. Many position papers call for demonstrating outcomes like improvement in patient morbidity or mortality or at least improvements in practitioner performance. Patient outcome-based analysis could be applied to learners in EM through simulation outcome scenarios. However, patient outcome data may not accurately reflect individual learner performance, as actual patient care is directed by supervising physicians and takes place in a complex team-based setting. Patient outcomes are therefore influenced by a broad range of variables, extending well beyond the education of individual care providers.

At the opposite end of the spectrum, learner attitudes and satisfaction are extremely easy to measure and the data easy to obtain. However, these outcomes have a reputation for being of questionable utility in assessing other levels of educational outcomes. While learner reaction is a reasonable outcome to assess to ensure learner engagement in the activity, the utility of self-assessment for “higher-level” outcomes, such as performance, is limited. For example, the common practice of asking for learner self-assessments of their skill or knowledge has been demonstrated repeatedly as an inaccurate measure of “true” capability or performance. In evaluating the available literature, we sought to determine if the outcome framework used in each study was appropriate for the desired measured outcome, and what level of significance this imparted, offering increased or decreased validity to the study.

As recommendations on future directions for research are made, it must be understood that different areas of research may require different outcome strategies. This intentional approach avoids the common convenience approach that uses whatever data are available (United States Medical Licensing Examination [USMLE] or shelf exam scores, faculty evaluations of residents, etc.) to represent outcomes that are not really appropriate to those data. By recognizing and planning for appropriate outcome measures, future studies will offer enhanced reliability and validity.

Therefore, the objectives for the session were to:

1. Review the literature regarding effectiveness of several types of educational modalities.
2. Reach consensus regarding perceived gaps in the current literature and set future research directions for evaluation of different teaching methods in EM.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Methods

The preconference group was formed by first soliciting interest from EM educators invited by the conference co-chair from a list of self-identified parties responding to an electronic message sent to the Council of Emergency Medicine Residency Directors (CORD) and Clerkship Directors in Emergency Medicine (CDEM) listserves. The final group, formed by the conference co-chair, was composed of medical educators including clerkship and course directors, residency program directors, simulation program directors, a vice-chair of education, and an acting associate dean for graduate medical education. Additional input was solicited from a PhD-trained expert in education.

The writing group worked online and by telephone to discuss the direction of the group, organize the content into subdomains, perform literature reviews, and create advance drafts of potential consensus statements. The writing group identified the following educational modalities to be assessed:

1. Web 2.0 teaching, in which the body of knowledge is created by users and presented in an environment where learners interact and change the content;
2. Web-based learning/asynchronous learning, in which the content is created by educators or subject matter experts;
3. Longitudinal curricula;
4. Simulation-based curricula;
5. Didactic presentations;
6. Group learning strategies, including problem-based learning (PBL), team-based learning (TBL), and small group learning.

For each of these six types of educational interventions, we conducted in-depth literature searches in the medical and educational literature with the aid of librarians at each of the writing group members’ universities.

Consensus Formation. Participants self-selected to attend this track of the AEM consensus conference scheduled to take place as part of the annual meeting of the Society for Academic Emergency Medicine. There were no limits placed on who could attend the session.

RESULTS

Research Question 1: How Can We Optimize the Use of Web 2.0 Applications to Most Effectively Teach EM Trainees?

What Is Meant by the Term Web 2.0 and How Are Web 2.0 Applications Used in Teaching and Learning? Web 2.0 refers to the maturation of the Internet and its associated programs and applications from a “read-only” to a “read-write” interface. This maturation has transformed internet content itself. No longer is content simply viewable; instead, users can interface
with one another to actively contribute to content, re-order information, and develop new knowledge. The focus of Web 2.0 platforms and applications is to promote user connectivity, collaboration, and sharing. Social software that promotes interaction among users can be harnessed to generate conversations, feedback, information sharing, and networking that leads to collaborative “remixability”—a process in which media is reorganized by users to build new concepts or ideas.

Educators are using social media software and Web 2.0 applications across disciplines to promote teaching and learning among their students. Social software allows students greater freedom in how and what they learn, providing a self-directed learning environment that may better meet their own personal goals and needs. Learning also becomes a participatory and social activity that enhances the ability of the learner to generate new knowledge while engaged in a team or learning community. This has led educators to define the related term, Pedagogy 2.0: the development of new educational agendas and priorities built on the technologic advances of social software. Pedagogy 2.0 presumes that users must learn to learn, no matter the type of instructional activity. Reshaping educational objectives in this manner may result in improved connectivity and social rapport among learners, collaborative information discovery and sharing, content creation, knowledge and information aggregation, and continuous content modification.

**How Is Web 2.0 Teaching Used in Medical Education?** Numerous Web 2.0 applications and social software media have been introduced across undergraduate and graduate medical education programs and nursing curricula over the past 10 years. Examples of Web 2.0 interfaces used in some medical education setting include wikis, blogs, streaming video services, social bookmarking, collaborative tagging (i.e., Folksonomies), tag clouds, social search engines, really simple syndication (RSS feeds), social networking, peer rating/community voting, collaborative filtering, virtual meetings, online gaming, and peer-to-peer media sharing utilities. These platforms take advantage of the cultural phenomenon of social networking.

Current medical education literature has focused on two themes of social software: virtual classrooms and push technology. Virtual classrooms can be created using course management software in which learners continuously interact over the course term to generate and solve problems, while learning basic concepts and core content. Problem-solving within a group leads to a de novo application of newly acquired knowledge, suggesting that learners can practice critical thinking skills while creating educational products that are of lasting value to both themselves and their learner group. Course management systems and virtual classrooms are commonplace among undergraduate medical education (UME) programs, with less current application at the graduate or postgraduate level. Push technology is a much less interactive example of Web 2.0 technology, in which the user or learner subscribes to a continuous or scheduled feed of information from a single source of content. As opposed to pull technology, in which the learner makes a request for information, push technology disseminates smaller amounts of content on a frequent basis—with little or no discussion of that content mandated by individual learners.

**What Are the Limitations of Web 2.0 Teaching and What Challenges Are Commonly Encountered by Educators Using Web 2.0 Applications?** The main limitations of using Web 2.0 platforms for teaching include a lack of familiarity of available social software products by both educators and learners, time and expertise needed to train educators and learners to use available products, cost (both personal cost of hardware for learner interfacing and programmatic cost of available software), quality of available applications or software, addiction and socially adverse uses of applications, and copyright issues. Many of these limitations are related to the generational differences among teachers and learners, with “millennial learners” citing greater comfort and satisfaction with social software than “Gen X” or older instructors.

Time may be the best method of overcoming many of these noted limitations, with expected advances in software functionality and user abilities over the coming decade. Perhaps more challenging are the obstacles to effective curriculum design using Web 2.0 products. With applications such as push technology, it is difficult to transcend simple knowledge acquisition in favor of higher order learning objectives. Social software products that allow for enhanced communication among learners can be designed to teach critical thinking and teamwork; however, strict goals and objectives must be linked to each group activity. It may be even more difficult to link such online learning activities to improved health outcomes for patients or changes to behavioral norms by providers. There is a paucity of literature that examines the effectiveness of Web 2.0 products for medical education, with most studies starting with an assessment of learner and instructor satisfaction with the chosen teaching method or software product.

**Consensus Statement on Web 2.0 Learning.** Social software and other Web 2.0 applications focus on creating communities of learners that can direct content in novel ways with the goal of enhanced collaboration, cooperative learning, and information sharing. These instructional aids represent a potential paradigm shift in the ways in which we define course content, teachers, and learners. Medical educators have used course management systems and push technology to enhance learner communication and knowledge translation in medicine. Limitations to widespread use are related to currently available software and products, as well as instructor and learner comfort with emerging media. Future projects in EM education should focus on options for curriculum design using various software or media, as well as an assessment of the effectiveness of Web 2.0 teaching strategies compared with standard instructional design. Such assessments of Web 2.0 teaching effectiveness should focus on learner-centered endpoints rather than shifts in normative group behaviors.
Future Research Questions on Web 2.0 Learning.

- Are teaching modalities that use Web 2.0 technology as effective as standard instructional methods?
- Which Web 2.0 software applications are the most effective for teaching new knowledge and/or skills to EM trainees? Which modalities are most effective for teaching higher-order decision-making?
- What Web 2.0 skills are a necessity for the modern medical educator and learner? How do we teach learners to critically appraise Web 2.0 content?
- How do we best link improvements in health outcomes to Web 2.0 teaching in order to assess effectiveness of instructional design?

Research Question 2: Is Web-based Asynchronous Learning an Effective Teaching Method for EM Training?

How Effective Is an Asynchronous Teaching Method and How Is That Effectiveness Measured? Asynchronous learning through an online educational model has shown itself to be an effective teaching method across many levels of education with a variety of course contents. Technology-based distance education and online learning is a growing trend among educators, starting with elementary education and continuing through secondary and higher levels of education. Modes of instruction that consist of entirely asynchronous online material, as well as blended models that combine online material with face-to-face interactions, have been shown to be viable alternatives to the more traditional classroom-based educational model. Studies have shown these teaching modalities to be similar to classroom-based education in terms of learner satisfaction, faculty satisfaction, and knowledge gain for undergraduate and graduate degree programs.

Does This Method of Teaching Allow for the Translation of Knowledge and Skills Required to Become a Successful Emergency Physician? Asynchronous education has been used in undergraduate and graduate medical education with a measurable degree of success, including studies that are specific to EM education. The asynchronous learning model has been shown to be feasible to implement, satisfying for learners, and effective, with improvement in knowledge scores that are similar to synchronous learning models when applied to specific content within EM. The literature is lacking in studies looking at higher-level outcome measures. Advantages to asynchronous learning are that it allows for individualized scheduling and pace of learning as well as individual practice improvement.

Should EM Didactics Include a Component of Web-based, Asynchronous Learning? There are many factors that must be considered prior to implementation of an asynchronous learning model. The next generation of EM learners is more technologically sophisticated, and flexibility in their educational offerings is important. Online, asynchronous teaching models are a way to help customize and maximize the education of these learners. However, success of such a model depends heavily on learner motivation and discipline. The EM Residency Review Committee (RRC), the national oversight organization for residency training, requires that education have appropriate faculty supervision and have an evaluative component to measure resident participation and educational effectiveness. In 2008, the Council of EM Residency Directors and the RRC convened a workgroup to analyze conference requirements and make recommendations. They found that a mixture of synchronous and asynchronous learning activities is ideal, but further research is needed to define the educational activities that benefit from each type of learning.

Consensus Statement on Asynchronous Learning. The flexibility of scheduling with a Web-based asynchronous teaching model, coupled with its similar effectiveness to “traditional” methods, makes it a very attractive adjunct to development of a well-balanced EM didactic curriculum. EM educators should focus on providing an appropriate balance of self-directed, asynchronous education with “real-time” interactive educational models. The asynchronous model is most likely best suited toward baseline medical knowledge and uniformly required core content, which would allow more flexibility with conference time for small groups, team learning, and interactive competencies such as professionalism and interpersonal communication skills. Future areas of research should focus on what content is best learned through the asynchronous model using study designs that focus on more rigorous outcomes than learner satisfaction.

Future Research Questions on Asynchronous Learning.

- Which asynchronous learning activities are most effective and best suited to EM education and how should they be incorporated?
- How should we track participation in asynchronous learning activities and measure their effectiveness?

Research Question 3: Are Longitudinal Curricula Effective and Applicable Training Methods for EM Educational Programs?

Is Longitudinal Education as Effective as Traditional Teaching Methods in Medical Education? Longitudinal education is an innovative method of training that integrates multiple fields of medicine to provide comprehensive training to learners over a long time period. The literature reveals that students are generally more satisfied and may actually learn and retain both knowledge and clinical skills better when trained in a longitudinal curriculum. Many satisfaction surveys have showed that learners prefer this method of training over traditional programs. Moreover, outcome studies reveal that students trained in longitudinal models perform at least as well as their traditionally trained peers. From the Harvard program, students completing a longitudinal course performed at least as well as peers in traditional clerkships on the National Board of Medical Examiners subject exams and objective structured clinical exams and scored higher on year-end clinical skills self-assessment exams. Poncelet et al. found similar results with longitudinal students performing at least as well as their traditional counterparts on Step 2 USMLE tests. This evidence suggests that longitudinal...
training may be an effective teaching modality in medical student education.

Is Longitudinal Training Applicable to Medical Education on a Large Scale? In contrast to training by traditional methods, longitudinal instruction requires a paradigm shift in teaching methods and new concepts and designs for the educators and institutions alike. Most studies on truly integrated longitudinal curricula were conducted on a relatively small scale.25-30 The University of Missouri–Kansas City has employed nontraditional training methods including modified integrated experiences for all of its students with successful outcomes on national exam scores and residency placement for many years.31 Future research is needed to determine if more widespread, larger-scale longitudinal programs involving substantial numbers of learners can be successfully implemented and can maintain their effective training outcomes.

What Role Can Longitudinal Education Play in Teaching EM Concepts to Medical Students and Residents? Standard longitudinal curricula are generally offered to third-year medical students and do provide some exposure to core clinical concepts in EM. Students in these programs acquire a strong platform of retained general clinical knowledge to begin their fourth year. However, with current designs, there is less exposure to key EM concepts, such as the acutely ill undifferentiated patient, in addition to a lack of exposure to the full breadth of EM core topics. Therefore, in their current form, longitudinal curricula cannot yet replace standard EM clerkships. Nonetheless, there may be a role for new and innovative integrated longitudinal training combining EM and critical care. In recent years, there has been a recognition that undergraduates and junior residents may be underprepared to care for acutely and critically ill patients.32,33 In response, there have been a number of new initiatives to provide earlier exposure to EM and critical care core concepts and training and to create novel integrated programs. These longer programs than are currently standard could be considered short-term longitudinal exposures.34,35 At the graduate medical education level, residents already perform longitudinal follow-up on their patients, although this could be much more standardized with regard to types of patients. Another potential role for integrated training involves combining residents from EM and other specialties as they learn about operational and administrative issues, such as quality improvement. Future innovation and research is needed to determine the role and efficacy of integrated longitudinal training and its application to EM education, both at the undergraduate and at the graduate levels.

Consensus Statement on Longitudinal Curricula. Longitudinal education is a novel and effective method in medical education. While most of the longitudinal curricula occur on a small scale at the undergraduate level, new research is needed to develop outcome measures for developing integrated programs exposing learners (undergraduates and junior residents) to acutely and critically ill patients.

Future Research Questions on Longitudinal Curricula.

- Is there a role for integrated, abbreviated, longitudinal learning in EM for medical students?
- Could longitudinal education be incorporated into graduate medical education in EM, and if so, in what form?
- Can the information required on resident follow-up logs be enhanced to reflect important learning properties found in traditional longitudinal education?

Research Question 4: Is Simulation an Effective Teaching Method for EM? Is Simulation an Effective Educational Tool? What content is best acquired through simulation? There is an extensive body of literature demonstrating the effectiveness of simulation and its superiority to other educational methods for the attainment of certain learning objectives. Most studies compare simulation to traditional educational methods (didactics and/or supervised clinical experience) or presimulation to postsimulation performance. The improved outcomes attributed to simulation include adherence to cardiac arrest protocols,36 performance of procedures and resuscitation interventions,37-40 attitudes and self-perception,41 and teamwork and communication behavior.42-44 A common theme among these outcomes is that they all focus on measurable behaviors of participants, demonstrating that simulation is well suited to teaching specific skills. However, many of these studies also demonstrate the role of simulation in developing learner self-efficacy, attitudes, and application of knowledge.

What Are the Features of Simulation Programs That Lead to Effective Learning? Repetition and feedback have been identified as the two most important features of effective simulation.45 and expert opinion favors accomplishing this through mastery learning or deliberate practice paradigms.46 Deliberate practice refers to focused sessions wherein learners work toward defined objectives and receive feedback that informs further practice with the ultimate goal of mastery level performance. Mastery learning requires that all learners reach the same high standard of achievement, although the time needed may vary. Both techniques have been employed in numerous studies of simulation programs, invariably with promising results.36,37,39,40,47-50 It is important to recognize that mastery learning and deliberate practice are loosely defined in the literature, and the precise methods by which educators operationalize these concepts are highly variable. The best techniques to implement repetition and feedback therefore remain to be identified.

Feedback in simulation takes place largely in the context of debriefing, and debriefing techniques are a major variable in simulation research. Many experts favor the “debriefing with good judgment” approach,51 although other debriefing frameworks have been described as well,52,53 all of which have been used successfully. However, there is a paucity of literature comparing debriefing techniques or defining elements of debriefing associated with effective learning.54
Do Knowledge, Skills, and Attitudes Acquired via Simulation Generalize to the Clinical Environment? If So, Do They Affect Patient Outcomes? Several studies have demonstrated translation of knowledge and skills acquired in the simulation lab to clinical practice. Simulation-trained teams performed better during in-hospital cardiac arrests, trauma resuscitations, and procedures. Educational gains from simulation have been shown to be relatively resistant to decay. Most importantly, simulation training has been associated with gains in patient safety, clinical outcomes, and cost-effectiveness. Simulation has been linked to improved neonatal and obstetric outcomes, decreased operative and procedural complications, and decreased cost. Once again, the key features leading to the effectiveness of these programs remain to be defined. Lingering questions include how much simulation is required, how frequently it should be repeated, and how to facilitate translation of skills from the lab to clinical practice.

Consensus Statement on Simulation-based Medical Education. Simulation is clearly effective for improving learners’ knowledge and skills in the simulation setting. There is evidence that these gains translate to actual clinical practice and that they have a favorable effect on important patient outcomes. While there is consensus and evidence indicating that repetitive practice and feedback are key features of effective simulation instruction, there is considerable uncertainty as to the optimal techniques for developing and delivering simulation-based curricula.

Questions for Future Research on Simulation-based Medical Education.

- What are the optimal techniques for delivering effective simulation? How should deliberate practice and mastery learning be operationalized? What is the ideal debriefing strategy? What methods help ensure translation of learning to clinical practice?
- What learning objectives should be emphasized in simulation? Is it best to use simulation to teach management of high-stakes, low-frequency events or “bread and butter” topics? Is there material that should not be taught using simulation?
- How much time should be devoted to simulation to achieve robust outcomes? How often should simulation be repeated to prevent decay of knowledge and skills? Should clinical time be exchanged for time in the simulation lab?
- Is simulation truly cost-effective? It produces superior results to other methods, but are the results sufficiently superior to justify the expense? If so, how can it be conducted most efficiently?

Research Question 5: Are Traditional Didactic Lecture Sessions Still Effective and Relevant Ways to Teach EM?

Should Didactic Lectures Remain as Integral Components of EM Teaching Programs? All areas of medicine have used didactic lectures as a major teaching method throughout the history of medical education since 1850. This remains true in many EM educational programs, despite continued criticisms that this approach may not be the most popular or even the most effective way to transmit information to learners. Many educators have attempted to develop alternative teaching methods or have looked for ways to enhance didactic learning to increase effectiveness. However, as many educators try to move away from didactics, some continue to suggest that traditional lecture-based teaching still plays an important role in modern medical education programs.

Should Didactic Lecture Sessions Be the Reference Standard Used for Evaluating Other Learning Modalities? Perhaps due to the popularity and pervasive use of didactic lectures for teaching, many recently published educational studies evaluate various methods of communicating information to learners by using standard didactic lecture sessions as the reference standard for comparison. While some authors have argued that various alternative teaching methods are superior to lectures, many studies have demonstrated that these alternatives are merely equivalent or perhaps even inferior to didactic teaching. Some educators believe that lectures by experts in specific areas of medicine may still have value, although some limited data suggest that expert guest speakers at grand rounds do not produce increased knowledge retention.

What Strategies Are Available to Enhance Didactic Learning Sessions Within EM Programs and How Should Their Success Be Measured? As educators work to evaluate the role of didactic sessions in their educational programs, methods for determining effectiveness of various techniques are important. Research in this area is complicated by the fact that individual lecture style and experience may differ drastically between faculty members, which is difficult to control for and may affect learning outcomes. Many enhancements have been suggested for speakers to consider within didactic teaching activities. Using a “game format” to enhance learner interactions during a lecture activity has been favorably viewed by learners, but evidence is mixed regarding whether or not learning is enhanced. Other methods to introduce an interactive learning environment within a lecture have also been viewed positively, although data to support increased knowledge retention are not conclusive. Shortening lectures may be a way to streamline the delivery of content through didactic formats without decreasing test performance. Others have suggested that videoconferencing technology, or learning from digitally archived lectures, are at least as effective as live didactic presentations at delivering information, which may give educators additional flexibility for the times and locations of learning activities. Defining the content of traditional didactic learning sessions may be important when designing future research studies, specifically determining whether such learning activities would include case presentations, morbidity and mortality conferences, and grand rounds presentations, in addition to core educational content.
Consensus Statement on Didactic Teaching

Didactic lecture activities are appropriate learning methods to include in a well-rounded EM educational program. Further research is needed to determine whether proposed alternative teaching methods are superior to lectures and whether enhancing lecture material with the addition of interactive components can improve learning. EM educators should evaluate the balance of didactic sessions with other learning modalities, to identify the optimal role for didactic learning sessions in EM educational programs. The type of material being presented, how learner knowledge will be assessed, and the appropriate reference standards for comparison of outcomes are all important aspects to consider when designing studies to evaluate educational effectiveness of didactic lectures or their alternatives.

Questions for Future Research on Didactic Lectures.

- What is the optimal balance of didactic learning sessions to other educational methods in EM training programs?
- What strategies are available to enhance didactic sessions within EM programs and how should their success be measured?
- Which proposed enhancements and alternative teaching methods best enhance the retention of knowledge when incorporated into large-group didactic learning sessions? Case-based discussions, interactive questions, game format activities, and other methods have been described but incompletely evaluated.
- What is the appropriate length for didactic learning activities to maximize learner attentiveness, knowledge acquisition, and long-term retention?

Research Question 6: Should EM Education Embrace Group Learning Strategies?

Should Small-group Education Be Used to Teach EM? Small-group learning theoretically offers an opportunity to increase learning effectiveness when compared to traditional lecture methods. Traditional lectures are typically passive learning experiences, while well-planned and well-implemented small-group sessions are more active interventions. In addition to creating an active learning environment, small-group teaching is well aligned with principles of adult learning, in that learners are self-directed by nature, have life experiences that aid them in their learning, are eager to apply their newly learned knowledge, and are intrinsically motivated. There are two popular small-group educational methods that are well described in the literature: PBL and TBL.

Is PBL an Effective Teaching Method for EM? PBL was introduced into health science education by the medical school at McMaster University in the 1960s and since then has been adopted in medical schools across the country and then around the world. On review of the literature, there is no report of classic small group PBL teaching in EM clerkship or residency educational programs. PBL, however, has been described in anesthesiology, internal medicine, obstetrics and gynecology, and occupational medicine residency training programs.

In 1984, a project panel on the General Professional Education of the Physician and College Preparation for Medicine called for less lecture-based instruction and more emphasis on independent learning and problem solving. PBL addresses a variety of key educational objectives: 1) structuring knowledge for use in clinical contexts, 2) developing an effective clinical reasoning process, 3) development of effective self-directed learning skills, and 4) increased motivation for learning.

PBL implementation varies from one institution to another, but at the center of all PBL teaching is a clinical problem that students tackle in small groups under the supervision of a teacher who is generally a faculty member. The effectiveness of PBL as a teaching method has received mixed reviews. Studies of PBL do not demonstrate dramatic differences in cognitive outcomes. In fact, some researchers argue that PBL may hinder learners from developing a complete cognitive framework and limit the learner’s ability to engage in forward reasoning. In one Canadian study, graduates from a PBL medical school had higher rates of test ordering compared to other students who did not train in a PBL school. On a positive note, students find PBL challenging, motivating, and an enjoyable way to learn. According to a meta-analysis, PBL appears to result in more self-directed learning. PBL has not been studied in EM-specific settings.

Is TBL an Effective Teaching Method for EM? TBL is a structured approach to a class session originally developed for use in science and business courses with large student to instructor ratios. This method has increasingly been applied to medical training, as it combines the strengths of small group interactive learning with teacher-driven content delivery.

The TBL approach involves three distinct educational components: preclass preparation, a short-multiple choice readiness assurance test taken first individually then as a small group, and last, a facilitator-led application of concepts session. This activity allows for a more engaged learning environment and promotes deeper understanding when compared to more traditional learning. This type of small group learning is used in some medical schools and residency programs but has not been reported in the literature for EM training programs.

A 2003 report on the initial experience of 10 U.S. medical schools with TBL had three important conclusions for EM. First, TBL has a trusted reputation as an educational method in other professions, and there is no reason why it could not be used in medical education. Second, it can accommodate various teaching styles. Third, the responsibility for learning is placed on the individual and hence this promotes life-long learning. In a 2004 study of family and community medicine, internal medicine, and pediatric residents, TBL learners had lower perceptions of the value of the educational session and ability to meet their learning objectives, even though they achieved the same knowledge and attitude gains as the control group.
Does Using PBL or TBL Methods Result in Learners Who Are More Likely to Be Self-directed, Life-long Learners? As noted previously, both PBL and TBL offer theoretical evidence of improved competency in the domain of self-directed, life-long learning skills. In both of these educational environments, learners are expected to research clinical questions and apply their newly acquired knowledge to a clinical scenario. The hope is that this knowledge acquisition skill is sustained throughout the individual’s career. However, this has not been substantiated in the literature.

Consensus Statement on Small-group Learning Methods. Small-group methods offer active learning opportunities and are enjoyable for learners. Given that the ACGME requires a minimum of 5 hours of educational time each week, it seems reasonable to identify teaching strategies that engage the learner. The use of active learning activities rather than passive learning activities should be the goal. It is unclear whether small group methods are more effective than traditional modalities for acquisition and retention of knowledge, necessitating that educational outcomes of small-group interventions be monitored closely. Since EM is practiced in a team environment, small-group teaching has the theoretical added benefit of preparing the learner to function more effectively in the clinical environment by helping to develop teamwork skills. In addition, research suggests that this method of teaching may promote life-long learning skills, although further results in this area are needed.

Questions for Future Research on Small-group Learning.

- What EM content should be taught using small group teaching methods?
- What are the best small-group methods for teaching EM content?
- What is the best balance between small-group learning and other educational methods in an EM curriculum?

CONSENSUS PROCESS

Methods
The session began with a 15-minute didactic presentation summarizing the literature review to ensure all participants were operating with similar levels of background exposure to the most critical information. Next, attendees rotated at each of six tables, representing each of the six subdomains. The tables were moderated by the corresponding writing group member and an education expert in that domain. Moderators ensured, through open-ended discussion, that no important content areas or potential research priorities were missed. The sessions were recorded electronically.

The breakout session closed with attendees affixing three stickers to the proposed research questions upon which they placed the most priority. These results were tabulated and arranged in order of most to fewest votes and the top six were deemed to be the most crucial research questions for future research, as support for the remaining questions fell off significantly after the first six.

At the end of the day, the breakout track’s findings of top five priorities were presented to all of the attendees at the consensus conference. At this session, the large group also voted on their acceptance of three broad statements regarding next steps in educational interventions research, which were formulated in advance by the writing group. The proceedings were organized into manuscript form by the original eight-member writing group.

RESULTS

Conference participants represented many roles in EM education, including UME, GME, continuing medical education, medical school deans, clinician-educators, residents, and medical students. The top six specific priorities identified for future research in the breakout groups were (in order of support):

1. What strategies are available to enhance didactic sessions within EM programs and how should their success be measured?
2. Which asynchronous activities are best suited to EM education and how should they be incorporated?
3. In simulation, how much time and repetition is required to achieve robust outcomes?
4. What content is best taught with simulation?
5. What content is best taught in a small-group format?
6. Which Web 2.0 modalities are most effective for teaching new knowledge, skills, and higher-order decisions?

A majority of large-group participants agreed with the following statements:

1. Research into educational methods should be outcomes-based, with emphasis on objective measurements of learning, as opposed to learner satisfaction or self-assessment (95% yes).
2. Outcomes-based research on educational methods should be prioritized, with emphasis on demonstrating measurable changes in learner behavior, changes in clinical performance, and ultimately improvements in patient health outcomes (96% yes).
3. Although novel educational modalities are increasingly available and enjoyed by learners, these need to be studied in comparison to traditional teaching methods to determine whether they deliver at least a comparable educational outcome (76% yes).

CONCLUSIONS

There are numerous teaching modalities that are employed in current medical education, both at the graduate and at the undergraduate level. A detailed literature review of each reveals that most of these training methods have evidence of successful outcomes, indicating their utility. Our subcommittee identified six primary methods of instruction, each of which has individual benefits and drawbacks, as we have discussed.

The consensus conference identified six key areas of perceived gaps in the current literature, and future research directions for evaluation of different teaching
methods in EM, with additional questions explored above. The six critical areas identified are as follows. 1) Which Web 2.0 modalities are most effective for teaching new knowledge, skills, and higher-order decisions? 2) What content is best taught in a small-group format? 3) Which asynchronous activities are best suited to EM education and how should they be incorporated? 4) What content is best taught with simulation? 5) How much time and repetition must be done to achieve competence in simulation? 6) What strategies are available to enhance didactic sessions within EM programs and how should their success be measured? As researchers consider these questions, attention must be given to the focus on measurable outcomes to achieve the highest Kirkpatrick level possible in future educational research. Education researchers should take these findings into account when designing their next studies.
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